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Abstract — MRI image segmentation is one of the fundamental issues of digital image, in this paper, we shall discuss various techniques for 
brain tumor detection and shall elaborate and compare all of them. There will be some mathematical morphology method and several classical 
edge detection operators are reviewed. This paper provides methods such as canny operator and mathematical morphology, which summaries 
relatively good image edge detection methods, and provides a reference for some detection occasions where requires smaller edge width in 
practical application. 
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                                                                                                    INTRODUCTION 
 
Brain tumor detection is a fundamental tool in image processing and computer vision in the areas of feature detection and 
feature extraction. The main aim of edge detection is to identifying points in a digital image at which the image brightness 
changes sharply or, more formally. Image edge detection deals with extracting edges in an image by identifying pixels where 
the intensity variation is high. It is a fundamental tool used in most image processing applications to obtain information from 
the frames as a precursor step to feature extraction and object segmentation. This process detects outlines of an object and 
boundaries between objects and the background in the image. The edge is the set of the pixel, whose surrounding gray is rapidly 
changing. The internal characteristics of the edge-dividing area are the same, while different areas have different characteristics. 
The edge is the basic characteristics of the image. There is a lot of information of the image in the edge. Edge detection is to 
extract the characteristics of discrete parts by the difference in the image characteristics of the object, and then to determine the 
image area according to the closed edge. The goal of the edge detection process in a digital image is to determine the frontiers 
of all represented objects, based on automatic processing of the colour or gray level information in each present pixel. This 
procedure has many applications in image processing and computer vision, and is an indispensable technique. An edge is 
defined by a discontinuity in gray level values. In other words, an edge is the boundary between an object and the background. 
The shape of edges in images depends on many parameters: The geometrical and optical properties of the object, the 
illumination conditions, and the noise level in the images.  
 

 
                                                                Original Image        Edge detection drawing 
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Edges include the most important information in the image, and can provide the information of the objects position. Edge 
detection is an important link in computer vision and other image processing, used in feature detection and texture analysis. 
Most previous edge detection techniques used first-order derivative operators such as the Sobel edge operator, the Prewitt edge 
operator and the Robert edge operator. The Laplacian operator is a second order derivative operator for functions of two-
dimension operators and is used to detect edges at the locations of the zero crossing. 
 
 
Brain tumour Detection Techniques 
 
     Brain tumor analysis is done by doctors but its grading gives different conclusions which may vary from one doctor to 
another. So for the ease of doctors, a research was done which made the use of software with edge detection and segmentation 
methods, which gave the edge pattern and segment of brain and brain tumor itself. Medical image segmentation had been a vital 
point of research, as it inherited complex problems for the proper diagnosis of brain disorders. Image segmentation plays a 
pivotal role in medical imaging. Medical Image Segmentation is used for locating diseases like tumors and other pathologies, 
measuring tissue volumes, face recognition, etc. Edge detection is one of the ways to extract more information from MRI brain 
images. Automated brain tumor detection from MRI images is one of the most challenging task in today’s modern Medical 
imaging research. Magnetic Resonance Images are used to produce images of soft tissue of human body. It is used to analyze 
the human organs without the need for surgery.[3]In Preprocessing and Enhancement stage, medical image is converted into 
standard format with contrast manipulation and noise reduction by background removal, edge sharpening, filtering process and 
removal of film artifacts. [4] Global transforms like PCA often neglects significant small abnormality details, while dealing 
with a massive amount of multispectral data. In order to resolve this issue, input dataset is expanded by detail coefficients from 
multi signal wavelet analysis. Brain tumor detection helps in finding the exact size and location of tumor. An efficient algorithm 
is proposed in this paper for tumor detection based on segmentation and morphological operators [6] paper describes the 
proposed strategy to detect and extraction of Prostate cancer cells from patient’s MRI scan image of the Prostate organ. This 
proposed method incorporates with some noise removal functions, segmentation and morphological functions which are 
considered to be the basic concepts of Image Processing. [7] Segmentation of images embraces a significant position in the 
region of image processing. It becomes more and more significant while normally dealing with medical images; magnetic 
resonance (MR) imaging suggest more perfect information for medical examination than that of other medical images such as 
ultrasonic , CT images and X-ray. Tumor segmentation and area calculation from MRI data is an essential but fatigue, boring 
and time unbearable task when it completed manually by medical professional when evaluate with present day’s high speed 
computing machines which facilitate us to visual study the area and position of unnecessary tissues.[8] Medical Image 
processing is one of the most challenging topics in research field. The main objective of image segmentation is to extract 
various features of the image that are used for analyzing, interpretation and understanding of images. Medical Resonance Image 
plays a major role in Medical diagnostics. Image processing in MRI of brain is highly essential due to accurate detection of the 
type of brain abnormality which can reduce the chance of fatal result a modified Fuzzy C-Means (MFCM) is proposed which is 
less sensitive to noise than state-of-the-art Fuzzy C-Means method. MFCM filters the image at the time of the segmentation of 
noisy Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) images. This methodology is applied to the three MRI images of brain consisting 
tumors with different areas. The proposed method always results in better segmentations of brain tumors than conventional 
FCM. This method is applied efficiently for detection of contour and dimensions of a brain tumor. 
  

APPROACH TO EDGE DETECTION 
      There are many methods for edge detection, but most of them can be grouped into two categories, search-based and zero 
crossing based. The search-based methods detect edges by first computing a measure of edge strength, usually a first order 
derivative expression such as the gradient magnitude, and then searching for local directional maxima of the gradient magnitude 
using a computed estimate of the local orientation of the edge, usually the gradient direction. The zero-crossing based methods 
search for zero crossings in a second-order derivative expression computed from the image in order to find edges, usually the 
zero-crossings of the Laplacian or the zero-crossings of a non-linear differential expression. As a pre-processing step to edge 
detection, a smoothing stage, typically Gaussian smoothing, is almost always applied. 
 
1) Edge detection based on gradient operator 
The edge is the place where image gray value is changing rapidly, so the method based on the derivation of the gradient 
operator is most widely used. The classical gradient operators 
are Sobel operator , Prewitt operator , Roberts operator, Laplacian operator.  
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Sobel Operator: The operator consists of a pair of 3×3 convolution kernels as shown in Figure 1. One kernel is simply the 
other rotated by 90°. 
 

 
Gx         Gy 

  
Masks used by sobel operator 
  These kernels are designed to respond maximally to edges running vertically and horizontally relative to the pixel grid, one 
kernel for each of the two perpendicular orientations. The kernels can be applied separately to the input image, to produce 
separate measurements of the gradient component in each orientation. 
 
Prewitt’s operator: 
Prewitt operator  is similar to the Sobel operator and is used for detecting vertical and horizontal edges in images. 
 
 

 
Gx    Gy 

 
Masks for the Prewitt gradient edge detector 

 
1)Robert’s cross operator: 
  The Roberts Cross operator performs a simple, quick to compute, 2-D spatial gradient measurement on an image. Pixel values 
at each point in the output represent the estimated absolute magnitude of the spatial gradient of the input image at that point. 
The operator consists of a pair of 2×2 convolution kernels as shown in Figure. One kernel is simply the other rotated by 
90°[22]. This is very similar to the Sobel operator. 
 

 
 

Masks used for Robert operator. 
 
2) Edge detection based on the optimum operator: 
   The gradient of the image edge is the maximum value, that is, the inflection point of the gray image is the edge. From the  
mathematical point of view, inflection point of the second derivative of the function is 0. Detecting this point, whose second 
derivative is 0 is a way of edge detection, for example, Marr-Hildreth operator, Canny operator.  
 
3) Multi scale edge detection. 
   Wavelet transform is particularly suitable for signal mutation detection and edge detection. Rosenfeld suggested a combined 
consideration on the edge detected by multiple dimensions operator; Marr advocated applying multiple scales of different 
operators, and put forward some combination rules. 
 
4) Edge detection based on ant colony optimization: 
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   (ACO) is a nature-inspired optimization algorithm motivated by the natural phenomenon that ants deposit pheromone on the 
ground in order to mark some favorable path. 
 
5) Some other methods 
    The adaptive smooth filter method. The iterative computation of the smoothing filtering sharpens the signal edge. And then to 
detect the edge can get a high positioning accuracy. There are also methods based on integral transform and based on tensor. 
 
Thresholding approach: 
    Thresholding is one of the most powerful tools for image segmentation. The segmented image obtained from thresholding 
has the advantages of smaller storage space, fast processing speed and ease in manipulation, compared with  gray level image 
which usually contains 256 levels. Therefore, thresholding techniques have drawn a lot of attention during the past 20 years 
[10]. Thresholding is a non-linear operation that converts a gray-scale image into a binary image where the two levels are 
assigned to pixels that are below or above the specified threshold value. In this research, Otsu’s method that uses (gray thresh) 
function to compute global image threshold is used. Otsu’s method is based on threshold selection by statistical criteria. Otsu 
suggested minimizing the weighted sum of within-class variances of the object and background pixels to establish an optimum 
threshold. Recalling that minimization of within-class variances is equivalent to maximization of between-class variance. This 
method gives satisfactory results for bimodal histogram images. Threshold values based on this method will be between 0 and 
1, after achieving the threshold value; image will be segmented based on it. Figure shows the result of applying thresholding 
technique. 

 
                                                   (a)Enhanced image by Gabor           (b)Segmented image by thresholding 
 
 
Marker-Controlled Watershed Segmentation Approach: 
    Marker-driven watershed segmentation technique extracts seeds that indicate the presence of objects or background at 
specific image locations. Marker locations are then set to be regional minima within the topological surface (typically, the 
gradient of the original input image), and the watershed algorithm is applied. Separating touching objects in an image is one of 
the most difficult image processing operations, where the watershed transform is often applied to such problem. Marker-
controlled watershed approach has two types: External associated with the background and Internal associated with the objects 
of interest. Image segmentation using the watershed transforms works well if we can identify or “mark” foreground objects and 
background locations, to find “catchment basins” and “watershed ridge lines” in an image by treating it as a surface where light 
pixels are high  
 

 
 
 
 
 

(a)Enhanced image by Gabor  (b) Segmented image by Watershed and dark pixels are low. 
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Features Extraction: 
  Image features Extraction stage is an important stage that uses algorithms and techniques to detect and isolate various desired 
portions or shapes (features) of a given image. To predict the probability of lung cancer presence, the following two methods 
are used: binarization and masking, both methods are based on facts that strongly related to lung anatomy and information of 
lung CT imaging 
. 
Binarization Approach: 
     Binarization approach depends on the fact that the number of black pixels is much greater than white pixels in normal lung 
images, so we started to count the black pixels for normal and abnormal images to get an average that can be used later as a 
threshold, if the number of the black pixels of a new image is greater that the threshold, then it indicates that the image is 
normal, otherwise, if the number of the black pixels is less than the threshold, it indicates that the image in abnormal. The 
threshold value that is used in this research is 17178.48 and the True acceptance rate (TAR) is (92.86%) and False acceptance 
rate (FAR) is (7.14%). 
 

 
Binarization method approach 

 
 
Masking Approach: 
   Masking approach depends on the fact that the masses are appeared as white connected areas inside ROI (lungs), as they 
increase the percent of cancer presence increase. The appearance of solid blue colour indicates normal case while appearance of 
RGB masses indicates the presence of cancer, the TAR of this method is (85.7%) and FAR has (14.3%). 
 

                                                                   Related Study 
 

Anitha et al.[1]defined necessity for a large training set to achieve high accuracy is another drawback of ANN. On the other 
hand, fuzzy logic technique which promises better accuracy depends heavily on expert knowledge, which may not always 
available. Even though it requires less convergence time, it rely on trial and error method in selecting either the fuzzy 
membership functions or the fuzzy rules. These problems are overcome by the hybrid model namely, neuro-fuzzy model.  
 
Gokul et al.[2] explained images and extracting the information from them such that the information can be used for other tasks 
is an important aspect of Machine learning. One of the first steps in direction of understanding images is to segment them and 
find out different objects in them. For segmentation we are using K-means clustering algorithm. In the second step we perform 
classification of MRI brain image using decision tree and SVM classification algorithms and predict which is better 
classification technique and extract tumor  parts in brain. 
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Stephan et al.[3] described atomic force microscopy (AFM) as a tool for morphological characterization of histological brain 
tumor samples. Data mining techniques will be applied for automatic identification of brain tumor tissues based on AFM 
images by means of classifying grade II and IV tumors. The rapid advancement of AFM in recent years turned it into a valuable 
and useful tool to determine the topography of surface nanoscale structures with high precision. 
 
Sandra et al.[4] explained in order to build such tools, highly accurate and machine readable data is needed. Therefore, atomic 
force microscopy (AFM) is shown within this paper as measurement technology, that provides true 3-D data of any tissue and 
thus is able to build the fundament for further computational process. 
 
Kabade et al.[5]  explained  magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) segmentation is a complex issues. The purpose of automatic 
diagnosis of the segments is to find the number of divided image areas of an image according to its entropy and with correctly 
diagnose of the segment of an image also increased the precision of segmentation. It has mainly four modules: pre-processing, 
segmentation, Feature extraction, and approximate reasoning. Pre processing is done by filtering. Segmentation is carried out by 
advanced K-means and Fuzzy C-means algorithms 
 
Kanmozhi et al.[6] defined a simple algorithm for detecting the range and shape of tumor in brain MR Images is described. 
Generally, CT scan or MRI that is directed into intracranial cavity produces a complete image of brain. This image is visually 
examined by the physician for detection and diagnosis of brain tumor. To avoid that, this project uses computer aided method 
for segmentation (detection) of brain tumor based on the combination of two algorithms. This method allows the segmentation 
of tumor tissue with accuracy and reproducibility comparable to manual segmentation. 
 
Kumar et al.[7] explained Tumor mass detection and Cluster micro classification is used as the processing method for cancer 
prediction. Nine distinct invariant features with calculation of minimum distance for the prediction of cancer are used for the 
prediction of tumor in a given MRI image. A neuro - fuzzy approach is used for the recognition of the extracted region. The 
implementation is observed on various types of MRI images with different types of cancer regions. 
 
Rajendar et al.[8] is defined as any intracranial tumor created by abnormal and uncontrolled cell division. This type of brain 
tumor constitutes one of the most frequent causes of death among the human being in the world. Detection of tumor in the 
earliest stage is the key for its successful treatment. One of the famous method used recently for the screening procedure from 
the patients include CT-Scan (Computerized Tomography Scan) brain images. From the CT-Scan brain images the radiologist 
will be able to diagnose the abnormalities in the tissues. Even though some 10 to 30% of the tumor cells will not be able to be 
diagnose correctly.  
 
Vijay et al.[9] explained Segmentation of images holds an important position in the area of image processing. It becomes more 
important while typically dealing with medical images. This paper describes an efficient method for automatic brain tumor 
segmentation for the extraction of tumor tissues from MR images. In this method segmentation is carried out using K-means 
clustering algorithm for better performance. This enhances the tumor boundaries more and is very fast when compared to many 
other clustering algorithms.  
 
Yadev et al.[10] defined diagnosis of brain cancer is generally made by a specialist called a neurologist. Imaging tests that may 
be performed include MRI and/or CT scan which use computer technology to create detailed pictures of the brain. There are 
two classifications which exist to recognize a pattern, and they are supervised classification and unsupervised classification. A 
commonly used unsupervised classification method is a K Means algorithm. 
 
Zaidi et al.[11] described combining anatomic and functional imaging modalities has been explored to achieve the stated goals. 
So far, hybrid technologies, including PET–computed tomography (CT) and PET-MR have successfully been used for brain 
tumor management in clinics. The quest for combined multimodality imaging is to going process. In a recent study, combining 
MR, photo acoustics, and Raman imaging has been shown to provide promising results in identifying brain tumor margins in 
animal models. 

                                                                                                                CONCLUSION 
 

The conclusion of all these papers is that all detect the brain tumor with optimization technique. The various algorithms like 
segment k-mean, ANN, AFM etc .It remove the noise and detect the particular area of tumor which is very beneficial for post 
surgery and pre surgery in medical line. So the main problem in all these papers is noise and accuracy in MRI. 
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